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                Proprietary, Single Point of Access, global gateway to dozens of cryptocurrency exchanges
                
                    
                    
                    
                        	
                                
                                    1st hybrid trading platform for the financial industry of tomorrow.

                                    Traders.One enables investors to trade classic financial assets and crypto at a single universal platform.

                                

                            
	
                                
                                    ISLB Digital Exchange connects financial markets and crypto, enhances liquidity and enables hedge opportunities.

                                    Traders.One to be the Universal trading platform as integrated trading ecosystem.

                                

                            
	
                                
                                    New trading instruments and low commissions create a window of opportunity for retail investors.

                                    Unified exchange for liquidity and lowering risks.

                                

                            


                    

                

                Why ISLB is unique?
                Why ISLB is the next big thing?

                
                    Whitepaper
                    One page
                    Our Chat
                

                
            

            
            

             
            
                
                    Apply for WHITELIST now!
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                        Tokens can be bought for:
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                                We are already Licensed for crypto payments and exchange 

                            
                        


                    

                

            

            
            
        

    




    
        
            
                
                    Traders.One crowdsale whitelist

                    
                        ×
                    
                

                In order to anticipate the potential interest to the TO project and guarantee the purchaser his participation in the high income crowdsale 2nd phase of token sales, please, fill in the form below:
                    
                        
                            

                            

                            

                            

                        

                        
                            Currency used:

                            ETH
                                
                                
                            
                            BTC
                                
                                
                            
                            ETC
                                
                                
                            
                            LTC
                                
                                
                            
                            USD
                                
                                
                            
                            EUR
                                
                                
                            
                        

                        
                            Range of sum:

                            up to $500
$500 - $1000
$1000 - $5000
$5000+


                        

                        
                            
                                
                                
                            

                            Subscribe to receive updates

                        

                                    
                            
                                
                                
                            

                            Inform me about the start of tokens sale

                        

                        
                             
                                I have read and agree to Disclaimer, Privacy Policy and Terms and Conditions. 
I bear full responsibility for the veracity of the given information.
                                
                                
                            
                        

                    

                

                
                    SUBMIT
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	Liquidity Pool
	Equity orders flow


            
                
                    
                        
                            We are

                            Blockchain Supported by a Successful Broker and Leading Equity platform

                            
                                We have 100k+ installation of Traders.One in 2017 and already fully Licensed for crypto payments and exchanges, based on legal measures issued by Financial Services Agency. We have really operate business based on existing Multy Market Engine with patented technology. Our KYC process and withdrawals will be the fastest the market has ever seen.
                            

                        

                        
                            
                            
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            ISLB Liquidity Pool for Traders.One

                            ISLB gives you Single Point of Access (SPA), trade all exchanges with one account.

                            
                                We will aggregate liquidity across exchanges by launching a unified SPA by forming joint partnerships with crypto exchanges to bring a broader horizon to the market. Traders.One hybrid platform provide an access to major cryptocurrency exchanges with Equity markets too from one application. Make more profitable choices with hotkeys, custom buy orders and consolidated booking.
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                            3+ Different platforms in one place

                            ISLB Order's sinhronisation

                            
                                We are bridging the gap between traditional trading on Nasdaq/NYSE/EDGX etc and blockchain by incorporating our platforms under which fiat and crypto transactions are simplified.
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                    How it works?

                    Our ISLB Liquidity Provider and 1st Universal connection technology

                    
                        ISLB’s technology platform is based on algorithms that ensure the most efficient bid-offer matching across natural peer-to-peer flow as well as third party crypto-exchanges. All historical transactions are stored in a dedicated data-warehouses that continuously analyses the data to enhance risk management and identify predictive behaviours, and in turn enable ISLB to optimize the cryptocurrency exchange.
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                        Key Features

                        ISLB OpenAPI

                    

                    
                        Traders.One and ISLB’s technologies has a richest API at the world. In a future we increase them with cryptos asset and our new FIX 4.5 protocol between major Crypto currencies exchanges. Besides this, part of our technologies in patent panding, for example we can gather Forex with Equity/Crypto with Equity market-data and converting in Unified messaging protocol that other competitors doesnt have.

                        Learn more

                    

                

                
                    
                        CORE UltraFast iLab 
Matching Engine

                        FAST Clustered 
CACHE L1/L2/L3

                        CRM DSI Secure 
Connection Layer

                        .NET API

                        JAVA API

                        WebSocket API

                        REST API

                        Own blockchain 
 integration
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         ISLB Digital Exchange is much faster than any existing cryptoexchanges

      

      
        
          
            

            
            trx/sec

          

          
            

            
            trx/sec

          

          
            

            ~100k

            trx/sec

          

          
            

            5.5M

            trx/sec
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          ISLB

          ISLB matching

        

      

    

    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Platform benefits

                    Perfect interface & Fastest stable Execution

                    Traders.One platform user-friendly interface allows trader to customize each single panel settings as well as the whole workspace entirely. Any user can easily create trading layout according to the special requirements or wishes using a wide range of options and preferences. 

                        Detach panels to external monitors (or OSX spaces) and organize your ideal trading environment. Traders can use docking panels’ technology to make the most personalized workspace including trading on multiple monitors and much more.

                        Estimate you the cutting-edge features that stand out Traders.One universal platform against competitors on the financial markets.


                    Learn more
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                    Revolutionising How You Use Credit & Debit Cards

                    ISLB as biggest Digital Exchange, plan converts cryptocurrencies to traditional currency in real-time by our Distributed-Wallets infrastructure, and is accepted at tens of millions merchants and ATMs around the world.
A rock bottom 0.5% fee for all transactions for the first 25000 cards issued for contribution over $100.00 and if KYC is successfully passed!
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                Our advantages
Be fully secured
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                    Secure and private
Multi-factor authenticated timed 
sessions, providing 3 layers of 
signatures for customer accounts.

                

                
                    [image: ]

                    Legitimacy
Transactions are reviewed on an
 on-going basis to prevent money laundering activities.

                

                
                    [image: ]

                    Advanced transaction proccesing
Coupled with reconciliation checks, our transaction processing ensure prices are honored with efficient price discovery.

                

                
                    [image: ]

                    Distributed Wallet, Whitelisting
We store your BTC and ETH in segregated wallets. Funds will be stored in multisig cold wallets to ensure the highest level of controls.

                

            

            Feature rich trading


            
                
                    [image: ]

                    Faster engine than other
IntenseLab matching engine is capable of processing close to several million transactions per second.

                

                
                    [image: ]

                    Lower execution, flexible prices
ISLB will aggregate trading volume across exchanges, thereby accessing a lower tier for trading costs.

                

                
                    [image: ]

                    Coolest interface
Customize your entire workspace: arrange panels into sections, move them around and/or to an external screen.

                

                
                    [image: ]

                    Access multiple market with one account
No need to open accounts at multiple exchanges. We provide best pricing across the space and execute from our internal liquidity pools.

                

            

        

    
 
    
        
            
                History of our growth

                Roadmap

                We are one of the first fully compliant digital asset
 exchange and is a leading broker with an award-winning platform and trading apps.
Our goal is to provide a complete vertically integrated service that encompasses the best ideas from the entire community of the world's best blockchain enthusiasts.


            

            
                
                    
                        2011

                        Launched Lab

                    

                    
                        2012 Q2

                        LabDea Platform

                    

                

                
                    
                        2014

                        Ultrafast iLab DMA Prototype

                    

                    
                        Q3

                        Multi Market Matching engine

                    

                

                
                    
                        2015

                        iLab Liquidity Provider

                    

                

                
                    
                        2016

                        Global SMART Order Routing

                    

                

                
                    
                        2017

                        1st Hybrid Book Fintech Equity + FxCM

                        iLab LP Pool for ForexXM

                    

                

                
                    
                        2018

                    

                    
                        Q2

                        Crypto World Book

                        Token Support

                    

                    
                        Q3

                        Brokerage offering

                        Crypto DMA Fix 4.4 supporting

                    

                    
                        Q4

                        .Net API 
 JAVA API
 WebSocket API

                        Trading Platform Equity + CRYPTO

                    

                

                
                    
                        2019

                        ISLB 
 Digital Exchange

                    

                    
                        Q2

                        Core Banking
 SOAP API

                        Full Banking Licensing

                    

                    
                        Q3

                        Full financial attestation Prime Brokerage offering

                    

                    
                        Q4

                        1st Licensed Hybrid Exchange

                    

                


            

        

    




    
        
            
                
                    Tokenholder infos and benefits

                    ISLB Token functions

                    
                        
                            ISLB-“GAS” in Traders.One transactions:


                            0.1% from every transaction in ISLB tokens is “burned” forever for conducting the transaction and 0.5% from Credit Card processing. The purchase of tokens during the ICO is the guaranteed way to use ISLB Digital Exchange settlements and purchase ISLB token for fixed price.


                        

                        
                            Traders.One Monthly Loyalty Program:


                            Up to 22% of our transactional income forms the Monthly Loyalty Program which is aimed on stimulating users to make more transactions via ISLB Digital Exchange and also to encourage especially active users. Loyalty rewards are made in ISLB tokens, which are purchased by Traders.One from public and private exchanges based on the current exchange rate at the time of purchase.


                        

                        
                            Target:


                            Traders.One collects funds to launch ISLB Liquidity Provider with the P2P equity and cryptocurrency exchange platform ability. Moreover, the Traders.One road map includes the development of richest APIs for DMA and Prime Brokerage Offering, investment and educational resources.


                        

                        
                            Token nature:


                            ISLB token is the key element of the ISLB Digital Exchange. The ISLB is the internal currency of the project. It means that all services of the project are expected to be paid just in ISLB like Transaction fees, VPS service, Market-Data fees, provision of liquidity to brokers etc.


                        

                        
                            Token type:


                            ISLB - tokens will be released on the Ethereum platform using the ERC20 standard.


                        

                        
                            Cost of 1 token ISLB:


                            0.001 ETH. Tokens will be distributed proportionally within the amount of investments acquired during the ICO campaign, including additional bonuses and rewards.


                        

                        
                            Term of token sale:


                            75 days with the possibility of an automatic early completion in pursuing the final goals of ICO.


                        

                        
                            Number of tokens:


                            The number of ISLBs issued is strictly limited to 400,000,000 tokens in this year. We are proud for our products and services, and think with new features and opportunities we gives investors more profit. Another part of token generation will be through 1 year. The ISLBs won’t be issued in the future after that period. Upon collection of this number of tokens ICO will be considered as completed and further collection phases will be stopped.


                        

                        
                            Adjustable emission:


                            All unsold and unallocated tokens will bе destroyed and additional release оf tokens will not be possible.


                        

                        
                            Secured ways to purchase tokens:


                            Available purchase methods: BTC, LTC, ETH, ETC, USD, EUR.


                        

                        
                            Listing on exchanges:


                            After the ICO, ISLB tokens will be traded freely on exchanges with additional licenses obtained.


                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
    
        
            
                Token distribution
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                            50%Community
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                                    80%Offered to public

                                        20%Partners, management and products development

                                    

                                    Freezed for future public sale 25%
Tokens Allocation
 Year 1—Year 2



                                

                            


                            25%Offered for future public sale
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                            15%Management Stakeholders
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                            10%Legal, Advisors and Bounty
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                            80%Offered for future public sale

                            20%Team Managment

                        

                        Tokens Allocation
 Year 1—Year 2


                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Use of funds
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                        The percentage ratio is a subject to variation
 and depends on company needs.

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Token sale

            

            	PRE-ICO sale 
 Prime Brokerage
	Token sale #1 
 Hybrid Platform
	Token sale #2 
 Launching Exchange
	Token sale #3 
 EU Payment System


            
                
                    
                        	Start:
10.09.2018 (9:00 am GMT UTC+0)


	End:
16.09.2018 (9:00 am GMT UTC+0)


	Quantity of tokens available during PRE-ICO:
50,000,000 ISLB


	PRE-ICO Bonuses:
-30% Discount


	The cryptocurrencies accepted:
BTC, LTC, ETH, ETC, USD, EUR




                        

                        	Price token:
1 ISLB = 0.001 ETH/~0.75 USD Excluding bonuses


	The quantity of tokens per person:
No limit


	The minimal transaction charge:
100 ISLB


	The maximal transaction charge:
No limit




                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        	Start:
08.10.2018 (9:00 am GMT UTC+0)


	End:
22.10.2018 (9:00 am GMT UTC+0)


	Quantity of tokens available:
110,000,000 ISLB


	Phase #1 Bonuses:
1st day tokensale -20% | 2-14 days -15% 


	The cryptocurrencies accepted:
BTC, LTC, ETH, ETC, USD, EUR




                        

                        	Price of token:
1 ISLB = 0.001 ETH/~0.75 USD Excluding bonuses


	The quantity of tokens per person:
No limit


	The minimal transaction charge:
100 ISLB


	The maximal transaction charge:
No limit




                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            	Start:
05.11.2018 (9:00 am GMT UTC+0)


	End:
18.11.2018 (9:00 am GMT UTC+0)


	Quantity of tokens available:
100,000,000 ISLB


	Phase #2 Bonuses:
1-14 days -10%


	The cryptocurrencies accepted:
BTC, LTC, ETH, ETC, USD, EUR




                        

                        	Price token:
1 ISLB = 0.001 ETH/~0.75 USD Excluding bonuses


	The quantity of tokens per person:
No limit


	The minimal transaction charge:
100 ISLB


	The maximal transaction charge:
No limit




                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            	Start:
10.12.2018 (9:00 am GMT UTC+0)


	End:
23.12.2018 (9:00 am GMT UTC+0)


	Quantity of tokens available:
100,000,000 ISLB


	Phase #3 main goal:
Real Business operation


	The cryptocurrencies accepted:
BTC, LTC, ETH, ETC, USD, EUR




                        

                        	Price token:
1 ISLB = 0.0015 ETH/~1.10 USD


	The quantity of tokens per person:
No limit


	The minimal transaction charge:
100 ISLB


	The maximal transaction charge:
No limit




                        

                    

                
                
            

        

    




    
        
            
                Our
Project plan
We are bridging financial markets and cryptos. Lower fees when paying with ISLB. Instant Deposits and Withdrawals.
                Exchanging fiat to crypto and vice versa can be made through an easy app revolutionizing our concept of crypto transactions and eliminating complicated processes.

            

            
                0.5M USDHyPerLab Expand Digital Infrastructures


                2M USDDirect Market Access (DMA) for Institutional clients


                5M USDPrime Brokerage Offering Full Market Depth


                10M USDPeer2Peer Hybrid platform with ISLB Liquidity Provider with Richest Clients APIs


                25M USDInvestor’s relation Services Multi-Asset Solution Banking SOAP API for Payment Gateway W PCI-DSS


                30M USDGlobal Infrastructure for DarkPools with HFT/Executon time and more ISLB Blockchain


            

        

    
    
    
        
        
            Meet
Our team


            
                	Founders & Partners
	Marketing & Support
	Product team
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Andrey Baziv
CEO and Founder IntenseLab
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Andriy Kapys
USA/Canada IntenseLab technologies representative
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Anton Baranovskiy
Partner
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Lyubomyr Koval
Partner
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Oleg Goncharenko
Partner
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Roman Nosenko
Trader Consultant
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Igor Tischenko
Trader Specialist
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Oles' Sribnyy
Trader/Analitic
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Katerina Kuznietsova
Marketing
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Marta Kishai
Marketing
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Michael Lytvyn
QA & Support
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Taras Savechko
PHP, ASP. NET, JavaScript
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Mykyta Paletskykh
Node.js, JavaScript
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Oleksii Rudych 
computer science (algorithms, data structures)
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Oles Kolomyichuk
UI Designer
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Nata Kuchabska
UI/UX Designer
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Nazar
UI Designer
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Liubomyr Motruk 
Java/Scala Developer
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Bernard Sanders
CEO Founder
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Andrey Gazhala
Java Developer
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Viacheslav Pyrohovskyi
Spring, JSP, JSF, JDBC, JPA
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Pavel Ivasenko
Solid experience with Java
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Andrey Sinyavskiy
10+ years commercial Java experience

                
                              
            

        

        
    
    
    
        
            
                They talk about us
We are on media
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                ARE YOU AN INVESTOR?

                JOIN PRIVATE ROUND

                
                            
                             
                                                        
                            
                            
                        

            

                

                
                
            
                

            

            
                private round

                STARTED

                
                    until 09.09
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                Collision

Collision is "America's fastest growing tech conference" created by the team behind Web Summit. In four years, Collision has grown to over 25,000 attendees from 119 countries.
30/05 - 03/05 2018
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                Consensus 2018

4th annual blockchain technology summit will feature leading industry startups, investors, financial institutions, enterprise tech leaders, and academic and policy groups who are building the foundations of blockchain and digital currency economy.
14/05-16/05
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                Collision
Join fintech investors & finance leaders from the UK for a 2 day trip to the world-wide famous Crypto Valley in Zug, Switzerland to give an exclusive access to the latest know-how in Blockchain innovation, Smart Contracts, Crypto Finance, Digitial IDs, Tokenomics, ICOs, Crypto exchanges and Mining.
24/05-25/05
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                    Subscribe to be informed about tokens
 sale in advance and Ecosystem development


                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                
                                Inform me about the important things in your system
                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                
                
                
                
            

        

    




    
        
            
                Why ISLB is unique?
×
            

            
                A unique service TO
Blockchain Supported By a Successful Broker

                Lower fees when paying with ISLB Coin.
Early investors are privileged to use such functions of Traders.One transaction service with lowest commissions.

                Legitimacy.
Already obtained License for crypto payments and exchange.

                ISLB token is in the center of Traders.One ecosystem.
ISLB tokens are used for the purchase of services within Traders.One ecosystem. As more services are launched within Traders.One platform, the more tokens are in demand.

                Minimal risks.
Timely Market News Updates To Keep Investors Informed

                Active team.
Active and well-coordinated team of highly professional developers is ready to bring ideas to life.

            

        

    




    
        
            
                Why ISLB is the next big thing?
×
            

            
                A unique service Traders.One
We develop a unique service for the profitable purchase/sale of cryptocurrency under the credible security of blockchain and payment systems all over the world.

                Instant Deposits and Withdrawals.
Early investors are privileged to use such functions of Traders.One service as purchase/sale of cryptocurrency without commissions.

                Special Discounts on All Platforms for Traders.One Coin Holders.
ISLB OU is registered in Estonia. Investors can officially purchase tokens regardless of their location. Our company supports partnership with the largest payment systems.

                ISLB token is in the center of Traders.One ecosystem.
Licensed Direct Fiat to Crypto Transactions and Crypto to Fiat Withdrawals. As more services are launched within Traders.One platform, the more tokens are in demand.

                Minimal risks.
There are minimal chances to manipulate ISLB token rate as they are protected with ISLB token and fiat money reserve funds. Complete Blockchain Security on all Transactions.

                Active team.
Active and well-coordinated team of highly professional developers is ready to bring ideas to life. The licensed broker’s success is achieved entirely by its own team of experienced professionals.
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                        Copyright © 2018 ISLB OÜ. 

                        UEN: 14462613. 

                        Harju maakond, Tallinn, 10151 Estonia 
 
                        Kesklinna linnaosa, Parda tn 4.
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                        Technology provider

                        IntenseLab sp. z o.o.

                        NIP: 8943069630. 

                        Stablowicka 152C, 54-066 Wroclaw, 

                        DW Polland.                        
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                        Legal

                        	Terms of Use
	Privacy Policy
	Anti-Spam Policy
	Risk Disclosure
	Copyright (DMCA) Policy


                    
                
                    
                        Resources

                        	Market
	Knowledge base


                    

                    
                        Documentation

                        	One Page
	White Paper
	Business model
	ICO disclaimer
	Terms and conditions
	Privacy Policy


                    

                    
                        Developers

                        	GitHub


                    

                

            

          ! Trading OTC digital assets and crypto currencies involves substantial risk of loss and is not suitable for all investors.
          SEC DISCLAIMER: Please keep in mind that ISLB Tokens do NOT represent an equity but are utility tokens for the ISLB Network, which are necessary if one intends to use the ISLB Network in their Ethereum Smart Contracts.

        

    















       

     







